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In previous papers [Approximate and local Bahadur efficiency of linear rank 
tests in the two-sample problem, Ann. Statist. I, 1246-1255, 1979; Local 
comparison of linear rank tests in the Bahadur sense, Metrika, 19791 the author 
developed for linear rank tests of the one-sample symmetry and the k-sample 
problem (k> 2) a theory of local comparison, based on the concept of Bahadur 
efficiency. In the present article this theory is carried over to rank tests of the 
independence problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1960 and 1967 Bahadur defined an exact and approximate measure of 
efficiency for comparing two asymptotic tests at fixed alternative. In the 
beginning mainly the easier approximate concept was applied. But later on it 
turned out that the results of the approximate efficiency have to be regarded 
with caution, since the approximate measure often appeared to be a bad 
approximation to the exact one. For the class of linear rank tests of the k- 
sample and independence problem Woodworth [ 151 developed as early as 
1970 the concept of exact Bahadur efficiency (BE). Hajek [7] and 
Groeneboom et al. [ 6 ] completed these results and Ho [ 81 carried them over 
to linear rank tests of the symmetry problem. Lately the author of the 
present paper used the approximate concept as a basic tool for developing a 
theory of local comparison for linear rank tests of the k-sample and 
symmetry problem (see 19, lo]). 
In this paper this theory is carried over to linear rank tests of the indepen- 
dence problem. First, the local equality of exact and approximate BE is 
treated (Section 3) and, based on this, a theorem on local optimality is 
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developed (Section 4). The characterisation of local behavior of BE is 
completed by giving conditions on the existence of bounds for local BE 
(Section 4). Finally, we consider Kendall’s rank correlation test as a coun- 
terpart to the Spearman test and discuss local BE for this nonlinear rank test 
(Section 5). Some results of the present paper are similar to former 
considerations based on classical Pitman efficiency, especially to those of 
Behnen [5]. This is not surprising, since Wieand [ 131 showed that approx- 
imate local BE often equals Pitman efficiency. The main difference of the 
following theory lies in the assumptions on the alternatives: We consider 
arbitrary local alternatives, whereas Behnen’s theory is based on the 
assumption of contiguity. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Let s’ denote the set of all continuous bivariate dfs and consider sample 
x 1 ,..., X,, where X, = (Yi, Zi) (i = l,..., n) are independent, bivariate rvs, 
having the same df F E jT. 
We investigate the testing problem 
versus 
H = (F E Sr: F(y, z) = F,(y) . F2(z) Vy, z} 
with Fl(y) = F(y, a), F,(z) = F(co, z), and examine asymptotic tests 
(D = (rp,} such that the statistic T,, of upper test rp, depends only on the ranks 
R nl ,..., R,, and S, ,,..., S,, of Y, ,..., Y, resp. Z ,,..., Z,. In Sections 3 and 4 
T,, is choosen as linear rank statistic 
T,, = n-II2 . t B,,(Raj) . B2,,(Si) (2.1) 
j=l 
with real scores Bj,(i), i = l,..., n, j = l,..., n related to score-generating 
functions bj/(O, l),j= 1, 2, through b,,,(u) = Bj,(l + [n . a]) by 
lim 
n-m I 
(bj, - bj)’ dA, = 0, j=l,2 (2.2) 
(A, denotes Lebesgue measure on (0, 1)). Furthermore we assume for 
notational convenience 
I b,dA, = 0, I bj’ dl, = 1, j= 1,2, (2.3) 
1 bj,dA, =O, j=l,2, nEiN. (2.4) 
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As nonlinear rank test we consider in Section 5 the Kendall rank 
correlation test based on the statistic 
T,, = 3 . ne312 . y sign(R,, - Rnj) - sign(S,, - S,j). 
Zj 
(2.5) 
Introducing metric d(F, G) = SUP~,~ ]F(y, z) - G(y, z)] of convergence in 
distribution on F, the set of sequences {ej}, aj E K, converging to some 
6, E H, will be denoted by g. The elements of k are called local alter- 
natives. 
3. EXACT AND APPROXIMATE BE OF LINEAR RANK TESTS 
In the following two sections we consider linear rank tests (P~~,,~,) based on 
statistics (2.1) satisfying (2.2), (2.3). Let us define 
+#‘~ = j h(F,) . UFJ dF, FEK (3.1) 
t(b, 3 b*) = sup 
Ii 
b,(u) .f(u, v) a 62(u) d&h vhf-E v . 
t 
where Fi denotes the ith marginal df of F, A, the Lcbesgue measure on 
(0, l)*, and V the set of nonnegative, measurable functions f on (0, 1)’ with 
jf’u, v) &(du) = jf’u, u) &(dv) = 1, V(u, v) E (0, 1)‘. 
Woodworth [ 151 showed the existence of a function qb,.b,l(t) on 
(-co, t(b,, b2)) such that the exact slope of ~p,*,.~*) (for a general definition 
see Bahadur [2]) equals 
~m,.~,dF) = 2 . -%,,&~,.~,,(FN (3.2) 
for FE K satisfying 
qb,,tr,kF) < t(b, 3 b2). (3.3) 
If there exists for t E (0, t(b,, b2)) a constant r > 0 and a measurable 
function z on (0, 1) such that 
w(z, r) = 
j 
.f Z(V) . b&d - exP(r - b(u) - b(v)) - 62(V) WW I (du) = t 
J z(u). exp(r . b,(u). b,(v)) A,(dv) ’ ’ 
(3.4) 
z(v) . ew(r. b,(u) . b2(v)) 
(% r))(v) = i, z(v) 
- exp(r . b,(u) . b2(v)) 4Vv) 
A,(du) = 1, 
VvE(O, 11, (3.5) 
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hold, then ‘9;b,,b,,(0 can be computed as (see Woodworth [ 15, p. 2571): 
<b,,bz,(f) = r . f + 
I 
In 2 M, 
- j In [j Z(V) - exp(r . b,(u) . b&)) I,@)] n,(du). 
(3.6) 
For f < 0, Jb,,6,j(f) equals zero. 
As a direct consequence of Example 2 in Woodworth [ 15, p. 2641 and 
Theorem 2.1 in Behnen [4] we get the existence of the approximate slope (for 
a general definition see Bahadur [ 1 I). 
LEMMA 1. For score-generating functions b, , b,, satisfying (2.3), (2.4), 
the approximafe slope of a)Cb,,bl, equals 
G,.b,,(F) = Gb,,bJF) * 4~(*,,**,~F~>O,~ (3.7) 
Let ‘pi (i = 1, 2) be linear rank tests with score-generating functions b,, 
i,j = 1, 2, and F an alternative such that (3.3) holds and at least one of the 
slopes s,(F) (resp. s;(F)), i = 1, 2, is unequal zero. Then the exact BE (resp. 
approximate BE) of ~1, relative to (02 is defined as 
e,,,(F) = WY@‘) 0-w. e?,,(F) = WYW)) (3.8) 
(for the general definition of exact and approximate BE see Bahadur [2]). 
It is well known that approximate and exact BE often differ much at alter- 
natives far away from the hypotheses. The following theorem, which is the 
analog to Theorem 3 in Kremer 191, implies that for many linear rank tests, 
at least locally, both efficiency measures yield the same results. 
THEOREM 2. Assume in addition to conditions of Lemma 1: 
--%,.b,,(f> = t2/2 + oo*> fort-O+. 
Then under each {Fj} E R, satisfying 
5 (b,,b,)(Fj) E (0, f(b, ) b2)h WY 
the exact and approximate slopes are equivalent, e.g., 
j-m (*,.b,,(Fj>/sf6,.b,,(Fj) = l* li  s 
ProoJ Because of (3.2), (3.7), (3.9), (3.10) it suffices to prove 
lim r 




Define df Fj E F,(F,; ‘, FE’), Fji being the ith marginal df of Fj. Choose 
E > 0. Since F, has uniform marginals and (2.2) holds, we get the existence 
of m E N such that 
(b, . b, -b,, . 
[I 1 
112 + (brb,,J2d+%,,4 < 42, 
Vj E N. From the assumption, {Fj] being a local alternative, one derives 
lim Fj(j(u, v) = u . u, 
j-cc vu, u E (0, 11, 
which implies: / ] b,, . b,, d(Fj -A,)] < a/2, Vj >j,, say. According to (2.4) 
I b,, . b,, dL, = 0 holds, so we get 
Ir(b,,bl)(Fj)l < J’bl . b2 -b,m * b2m)dFj + 
I iJ 
‘b,tn * b2rndFj 
< E, Vj>j,. I 
Woodworth [ 151 showed for the normal scores test (b,(u) = W’(u), 
i = 1, 2, at denotes the standard normal df) 7t4;6,,b2,(t) = -ln(l - t2)/2, 
t E (0, l), from which one easily derives (3.9). In general the difficulty of 
applying Theorem 2 lies in verification of (3.9). Woodworth [ 15, pp. 261, 
2621 stated a sufficient condition for the validity of (3.9), but which is rather 
impracticable, especially when applying to the Spearman test. The following 
theorem shows that (3.9) also holds for the Spearman test (b,(u) = 
121’2 . (U - l/2), i= 1,2) and the quadrant test (b,(u) = sign(u - l/2), 
i= 1,2). 
THEOREM 3. Assume the existence of constants ti, i = l,..., k, with t, = 0, 
ti < ti+ 1 Vi, and t, = 1 such that 6, and 6, are uniformly continuous on 
(ti, ti+ ,) Vi. Then condition (3.9) is satisfied. 
For proof we refer to Section 6. m 
Let oi, i = 1,2, be linear rank tests with score-generating functions b,, 
i, j = 1,2, and {Fj} E d such that 
Then 
[rCbi,,b,2j(Fj) > t(bi, , bi2) for at least one i] VjElN. (3.11) 
E,,2({Fj}) = fie inf e,,2(Fj) resp. Ey,,({Fj}) = ji; infeT,,(Fj) (3.12) + + 
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shall be called exact resp. approximate local BE of ~1, relative to pz under 
{Fj}. Now we have under conditions of Theorem 2 the basic correspondence 
4. LOCAL OPTIMALITY AND EFFICIENCY BOUNDS OF 
LINEAR RANK TESTS 
Let K, be a subclass of K, whose boundary has nonempty intersection 
with H. 
The following Theorem 4 shows that for each given linear rank test v, 
there exists a subclass K, c K for which v, is local optimal (according to 
BE). We need additional notation for stating the result. 
Let bj, j = 1, 2, be measurable functions on (0, 1) with (2.3) and 
I ‘b,dL,. I ‘b, dL, > 0, vs, t E (0, 1). (4.1) 0 0 
Assume the measurable function bjd, A E (0, d), approximates bj: 
‘d’~ I (bj, - bj)’ do, = 0, j= 1, 2, 
and satisfies 
l$A . sup lb,,(u) . bzi(v)ll = 0 u,ue(o,l) 
i 
bjd dA, =O, j= 1, 2, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
I ‘4, dh - j- ‘b,, 4 2 0, Vs,tE(O, 1) 
0 0 
with strict inequality for at least one (s, t), VA. 
By (4.3) we can choose for fixed d > 0 4 E (O,z) such that 
dad- sup lb,,(u) . b,,(v)1 < 1, VA E (0,J). 
U.VE(O.1) 
Now for F = F, . F, E H denote by K:,,**(F) the class of alternative F*, 
A E (0, d), having F-density: 
.L,(x,Y) = 1 + de A . b,c,(Fl(x)) . b,,@‘,(y)), vx, Y. 
According to a theorem of Bahadur and Raghavachari [3, 121 the exact 
slope s(Fd) of an asymptotic test v, is bounded at Fd E K by twice the 
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Kullback-Leibler information number K(d) = ( In(&) dF, . Consequently (D 
is local optimal for H versus K:,,,*(F) if 
lim s(FJ/K(A) = 2. 
A-O 
With the same methods as in the proof of Theorem 3 in Kremer [ 101 one 
derives by applying Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 4. (a) Let (pi be asymptotic linear rank tests with score- 
generating functions b,, j = 1,2 (i = 1,2), satisfying conditions of Theorem 2 
and: 
1 
^b,jdA,>O, j= 1,2; 
I 
.b,dl, >O, j= 1,2, forl#k. 
Then: 
Ib,,.b,d~,.Sb,,.bZd~l 
J b,, . b, d& . s b,, . b, dl, 3 V{Fjl E Ri,,62(F)T VFE He 
(b) In addition to (4.1k(4.3) assume (2.3), (3.9), and 
Then a linear rank test with score-generating functions bj, j = 1, 2, is local 
opttmal for H versus Kt,,62 (F). 
The theorem yields local optimality of many linear rank tests, especially 
of the normal scores test, the quadrant test, and the Spearman test. But since 
this local optimality is restricted to special subclasses of the alternative, it is 
desired to have a theorem, characterizing the behavior of exact BE on the 
whole set of local alternatives. This is given in 
THEOREM 5. Suppose the score-generating functions b,, j = 1,2, of 
linear rank test (oi are both A,---a.e. nondecreasing or nonincreasing and 
satisfy conditions of Theorem 2. Then the following statements are 
equiuvalent: 
(A) For a constant c E (0, CD), a(u, v) = b,,(u) . b,,(v) -c . b,,(u) . 
b,,(v) is a.e. positive A-monotone (e.g. the subjet {(u, u’, v, v’): 
O<u<u’< 1, 0 < v < 0’ < 1, A,(u, u’, v, v’) = a(u’, v’) - a(u’, v) - 
a(u, v’) + a(u, v) < 0) of (0, 1)” has Lebesgue measure zero). 
(B) For each (Fj} E d, satisfying (3.11), E,.,({Fj}) > c2 holds. 
Because of similarity to the proof of Theorem 7 in Kremer [lo], the proof 
shall be omitted here. For example Theorem 5 implies that local BE of the 
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normal scores relative to the Wilcoxon test does not exceed 7r/6 on the whole 
set of local alternatives. 
The results of this chapter are similar to former considerations based on 
Pitman efficiency (see Behnen [5]). For a discussion of this correspondence 
we refer to Section 5 in Kremer [lo] and Remark 2 in Kremer [9], which 
also apply to the independence problem. 
5. LOCAL BE OF KENDALLS RANK CORRELATION TEST 
Throughout this section we consider the asymptotic upper rank test based 
on the statistic (2.5), which is nonlinear and not covered by the theory of 
Sections 3 and 4. 
Woodworth [ 14, Example 6.11 derived that the exact slope s,#‘) of 
Kendall’s rank test exists at each FE K and equals 
4F) = 2 . -?d-(s#>>, (5.1) 
where 
rK(F) = 6 - 
(J 
(5.2) 
and for I E (0, co): 
ZK(t) = (I . t)/3 + r/2 - ln[exp(r) - I] + In(r), 
with the unique solution r > 0 of 
(5.3) 
t 
exp(t) - 1 (5.4) 
Applying results of Woodworth [ 141 we get, furthermore: 
LEMMA 6. Kendall’s rank correlation test has approximate slope 
s:(F) = $(F), VFEK. 
As analog to Theorem 2: 
THEOREM I. For arbitrary {Fj} E #?: 
lim [SK(Fj)/Sz(Fj)] = 1. 
j-m (5-5) 
ProoJ: Denote the right side of (5.3) resp. (5.4) by I(t, r) resp. W(r) and 
extend these functions to r = 0 by I(t, 0) = 0, W(0) = 0. Since W is 
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continuous and strictly increasing (see Lemma II.4 in Woodworth [ 141) we 
get for the solution r = r(t) of (5.4): 
lim r(t) = 0. 
t-0 + (5.6) 
Therefore we expand W(r) and I(t, r) (for fixed t) in Taylor series at r = 0, 
yielding 
W(r) = r/6 + o(r), for r--1 O+, 
I(t, r) = (r . t)/3 - r2 . [ l/24 + o(l)], for r + O+. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Because of (5.6) we get from (5.4), (5.7): r(t) = 6 . t + o(t), and, substituting 
into (5.8), implies 
s;((t) = I(t, r(t)) = t2/2 + o(t2) for t-+0+. (5.9) 
It is easy to prove lim. J~oo rK(Fj) = 0, V{F’,.) E R; thus (5.5) follows by 
Lemma 6, (5.1), and (5.9). I 
Let vi be Kendall’s rank correlation test and v)~ a linear rank test, 
satisfying conditions of Theorem 2. Defining exact and approximate local 
BE by (3.12), Theorem 7 immediately implies (3.13) for both measures. 
Now consider 9* to be the Spearman test, which has according to Lemma 1 
the approximate slope s:(F) = 144 . [I F, . F, dF - 1/412, F E K. Together 
with Lemma 6 and (5.2) the approximate BE of the Kendall test relative to 
the Spearman test follows: 
(Fi denotes the ith marginal df of F), suggesting that under suitable 
regularity conditions on {Fj} E I?, 
E,,.d{Fjl) = 1 =Es,A{Fjt) 
holds, e.g., Kendall’s test is locally equivalent to Spearman’s test. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
For proving Theorem 3 we need the existence and uniqueness of a solution 
of (3.4), (3.5). This will be developed in the following lemmas, which are the 
continuous counterparts of Lemmas l-5 in Woodworth [ 151 resp. Ho [8]. 
The proofs, based on the Schauder fixed point theorem and the 
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Arzela-Ascoli theorem, are similar to those given by Woodworth and Ho 
and will therefore be left out here. 
Consider the fixed constants ti E [0, l] of Theorem 3 and denote by B the 
space of all functions b on (0, 1) which are uniformly continuous on 
[ti, ti+,) Vi and B, = {b E B: infueco,,) b(u) > 0). 
Choosing norm llbll = SUP~~~~,~, 1 b(t)l, b E B, B becomes a Banach space. 
Furthermore let bi E B, i = 1,2, be given and define 
K&b u) = exp(r . b,(u) . &(u)), rE R. 
LEMMA 8. For r E R there exists in B, a unique solution z of (3.5) and 
U(z) =I l/zdl, = 1. (6.1) 
This solution satisfies 
z(v) E [a, l/a], VuE (0, l), (6.2) 
where 
a = a(r) = [ inf U.UC(0.l) K,(U~ u)ll[ u $g,) 404 011. 
For r E R denote by z, E B, the unique solution of (3.5), (6.1) and define 
w(r) = W(z,, r), W being the operator on the left side of (3.4). 
LEMMA 9. w  is continuous and nondecreasing. If at least one bi, i =’ 1,2, 
is not constant, then w  is strict monotone. 
Now we are in position for 
Proof of Theorem 3. Without loss of generality bi E B holds; thus the 
previous results can be applied. Since w(O) = 0, Lemma 9 implies that for 
sufficiently small t > 0 there exists a unique rt > 0 with w(rJ = t and 
lim rI = 0. 
t-0 + 
Denote by zttj the unique solution z,( E B, of (3.5), (6.1). Since zctj satisfies 
(6.2) with a = a(rJ, we get the existence of positive constants C,, C, with 
thus 
c;r <Z(,)(U) ,< c;l, vu E (0, 1); (6.4) 
lim JIzctj - 1 /I = 0. 
t-0 + (6.5) 
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This together with (6.3) suggests the expansion of (3.4)-(3.6), (6.1) in the 
Taylor series at z,, = 1, r0 = 0 (obviously it has to be worked with Frechet 
derivatives and for deriving (6.5) the Taylor formula for Banach-space- 




< VP) . [IIG - 111 + o(l)1 + r. 4llz - 1 II> 
+llz-111*.(3/2+0(1)), (6.5) 
U(z)= 1- (z- l)dA, + 
I 1 
.(z- 1)2d& +o(llz- ill’), (6.6) 
Wz, r) = r + (r*P) . (rl@,) . 57(b2) + o(l)) 
+ r. [j (z - 1). (b: - 1) d& + o(llz - 1 II)] + 0(1/z - 1 112>, (6.7) 
&,,b2)(t) = t . r- @-*PI . (1 + o(l)) + r . o(llz - 1 II) + 4lz - 1 II*) (6.8) 
with q(bi) = ( bj &I, and for r + 0, (I z - 1 II + 0. Using I’Hopitals rule we can 
derive from (6.4): 
II z(t) - 111 = o(ri’*), fort-O+; (6.9) 
thus the right side of (6.5) is o(rJ for z = zuJ, r = rt, and I + O+. 
Consequently (3.5), (6.5) imply 
I/ 
(zct) - 1) - j (z(,, - 1) A, = o(r,), 
II 
t + O+. 
Furthermore, since (6. l), (6.6), (6.9) yield j (zttj - 1) d,I, = o(rt), we have 
shown 
II z(t) - 1 II = 002 for t+O+. (6.10) 
Substituting (6.10) into (6.7) one derives from (3.4): rt + o(rt) = t for t + O+. 
Thus we get rt = t + o(t) and I/z(,) - 1 II = o(t) for t--t Ot, which implies by 
inserting in (6.8) the statement (3.9). 1 
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